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CUBE™ Perf Metal Railing System
Our CUBE™ Stainless Steel Railing System has a robust contemporary look. The system is made of 2”x 2” square posts, with monolithic pyramid top caps creating continuous clean lines throughout the components. The railing in-fill between the posts is mounted via fixed point holders and can accommodate any in-fill of your choice.  
VIVA’s perforated metal infill panels feature a solid metal outer frame with rounded, slotted or square motifs. The pattern style of the perforated metal panels can help save on energy, block UV light and reduce noise while still offering a decorative option that is appealing to the eye. Due to our precision in-house engineering, our perforated metal infills have a repeated pattern that is punched into the sheet metal that is smooth on the inside of the railing system and can feature a wide variety of decorative patterns. VIVA has the unique capacity to custom design a pattern that best suits your project needs.
Quick Ship: Up to 50% reduced lead time available.  Additional costs may apply.  Available only for perf PMRO-1014  and mesh WM-11
Available Lighted Rail options
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151 W. Vista Ridge Mall Dr. Lewisville, TX 75067

972 353 8482
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